Holiday Gathering 2015 by the Editor
Extraordinary is a good word to describe the Holiday Party that took place the warm evening of December 17 th.
I have been involved with the CFSC since 2000 and I have never seen a gathering of this size – 57 signed in
with another 4 or 5 not officially counted. It was a mix of long time member’s and very new members, who
actually were attending their first “meeting”. As can be seen in the photos many folks came dressed to impress.
Thanks need to be extended to the Linda & Stephen Patrick, Josh and Pat Furman, Newton Kulp & Forest
Smith for coordinating and making sure all was covered for this event. Additional thanks to Mel Borofsky for
providing the turkey and the ‘merry elf’ for providing TWO hams this year….and still there was nothing left of
consequence! The attendance award of a unopened Jenny inverted(?) package was won by Roy Anderson,
while the next step down was won by Rodney Robertson who was gifted with the $10 door prize. Newton Kulp
was acknowledged for receiving the FLOREX Chairman’s Award for 2015 and David Zambon for the
FLOREX 2015 Superior Contribution award.
The GLUE Awards brought Mel Borofsky, Phil Fettig, Newton Kulp, Stephen Patrick & Randall Priest to be
acknowledged as the top point winners for 2015. After a round of nonsense to determine the order of picking
the sealed envelopes the results were; Mel, $20; Phil, APS Membership; Newt, $20; Stephen, Linn’s
subscription & Randall, $50. Thank you to everyone in the club that gave of themselves in 2015 to make the
club a welcoming and vibrant place! Special thanks to George V. for taking the pictures shown here.
For those that missed the gathering – make sure you appear in 2016!
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